
Code: JR22/202 - REHABILITATION OF THE SAINT MARTIN CHAPEL
Country: France
Workcamp type: Workcamp (1-29 days)
Start date: 24-07-2022
End date: 12-08-2022
Publish from: 01-01-1970
Work type - Primary: RENO Renovation
Work type - Secondary: ENVI Environmental

Places for male volunteers:5
Places for female volunteers:5
Teenager volunteers:0
Min age: 18
Max age: 30

Workcamp Location:

 Details

The place where the project/workcamp will take place: ST GEORGES EN COUZAN

Description of the partner organizing/hosting the project: 

In continuity with last summer s workcamp, the small commune of St Georges en 
Couzan is delighted to welcome a new team of volunteers for a project that is 
particularly dear to its heart: the enhancement of the ruins of the Saint-Martin 
chapel. Located in a rural and relatively isolated area, you will discover the warm 
welcome of the inhabitants who will make you discover their village and will be 
happy to share many moments with you. This workcamp is ideal for nature and 
authenticity lovers

Description of work: 

In the continuity of the previous years, you will participate in the rehabilitation of the 
Saint Martin Chapel, in particular through the repair of part of the walls of the chapel 
and the facade as well as the installation of the framework. This workcamp will allow 



you to acquire skills in small-scale masonry (repairing stairs, making mortar) as well 
as in landscape maintenance. You will be supervised by local volunteers who will be 
happy to work with you and share their love for their village. This team work will 
allow you to develop your ability to listen to others and to instructions, your capacity
to adapt and to be versatile, rigorous and tenacious.The workcamp is located 25/30 
minutes walk from the village, through fields, on small paths. You will go on foot 
every morning, and your supervisors will bring you back by car at lunchtime. Work 
in the morning 4 to 5 hours per day.

Description of accommodation and food: 

You will be accommodated under a tent at the local stadium. You will have access to 
the sanitary facilities and showers of the changing rooms as well as to the 
refreshment area which will be used as a kitchen. There is no access to WiFi in the 
accommodation area. Each volunteer will be asked to take an active part in the group
s life: preparation of meals, cleaning of the dishes, cleaning of the sanitary facilities 
and premises. You will be able to take advantage of the picnic tables installed 
outside to have your meals facing the view of the valley and the Forez mountains. 
You are at 10 minutes by foot from the heart of the village.

Description of location and leisure: 

St Georges en Couzan is a village of 450 inhabitants, located in the Loire department
near Feurs and Montbrison. Isolated village, the inhabitants will have in heart to 
share with you their soils. The activities on the spot will be done with the inhabitants
(hikes, various invitations...) and other outings will be organized to visit the 
surrounding villages. In particular, you will have the chance to participate in the 
village s patronal festival the first weekend of August.The website of the town hall 
will give you an overview of the place and the activities on site: 
https://www.saintgeorgesencouzan.fr/ .

Number of total volunteers: 10

Number of places available for male volunteers: 5

Number of places available for female volunteers: 5

Maximum number of volunteers per nationality: 2



Maximum number of national (local) volunteers: 4

Instant Acceptance:

Short remarks for the project:

Site rural
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 Requirements

Minimum age required for participation: 18
Maximum age required for participation: 30
First Language: French
Second Language: English
Available vegetarian food: Yes
Description of specific requirements: A good physical condition is necessary for this
work camp. In the context of group life, skills such as listening, respect, tolerance 
and open-mindedness will be necessary.

 Travel & Info sheet

The nearest airport: LYS in Lyon,France
The nearest terminal (train-, bus-, taxi station): BOEN
Meeting Point and Time: The meeting place is in Boen-sur-Lignon.



 Contacts

The email of officer for contact: camp@volontariat.org
The name for the organization that manages the project: Jeunesse et Reconstruction
The code for the organization that manages the project: JR
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